By using the new recently proposed extended rational methods, we set some solitary and multi wave solutions of the coupled Higgs system in the present study. Some new families of hyperbolic and trigonometric solutions of the coupled Higgs equations are successfully obtained. Some solutions are real as some are complex valued functions. Particular forms of some solutions derived by choice of some parameters are demonstrated in three dimensional spaces. The complex valued solutions are also depicted by plotting both real and complex component.
Introduction
The coupled Higgs (field) equation was appeared in early 80s in the form ( ) for the choice > 0, > 0 [1] . Its name is changed to the coupled nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation for both and are negative. The coupled equation given above has N-soliton solutions that can be determined by Hirota's bilinear approach [1] . This coupled Higgs equation defines interacting a conserved scalar complex field of nucleons ( , ) and neutral scalar real field of mesons ( , ) [2, 3] . Both Lie symmetry and ′ -expansion approaches were implemented to the coupled Giggs equation to derive its solutions in terms of elliptic functions of Jacobi, hyperbolic, trigonometric and rational functions [4] . Periodic solutions in in infinite numbers and existence of new wave solutions in solitary forms were discussed by the dynamical system bifurcation theory [5] . The conditions to guarantee the existence of these solutions were also summarized in the same study. Various solutions in hyperbolic or trigonometric function forms were determined by implementation of exponential function technique [6] . Jacobi type periodic, hyperbolic and trigonometric solutions in wave forms were set by an algebraic method [7] .
In the present study, we focus on the coupled Higgs system [8] [9] [10] ( ) A homoclinic solution to the Higg system (1) was presented in [8] by assistance of Hirota's bilinear technique. (G'/G)-expansion and He's semi inverse methods were also used to set trigonometric and hyperbolic function solutions covering the complex ones [9] . Solutions determined by exp (− ( ))-expansion method in forms of rational, trigonometric and hyperbolic functions were summarized in [10] .
In the last several years, various smart and effective methods have been derived to solve nonlinear PDEs, systems and even fractional PDEs. Functional variable method [11, 12] , first integral approach [13] [14] , a more general form of the method of Bernoulli equation (Kudryashov's method) [15] [16] , extended hyperbolic tangent fucntion method [17] , a finite expansion method based on Sine-Gordon equation [18] , the approach of sub equation [19] , generalized form of the projective Riccati approach [20] , exp (− ( ))-expansion method [21] , the predicted solution method of hyperbolic function [22, 23] , the unified method [24] are only some of them. Extended rational methods [25] are also effective techniques to determine solutions to nonlinear PDEs.
In the present study, we implement some extended rational methods in hyperbolic and trigonometric forms to derive the solution to the Higgs system (1). Both procedures start by choice of the predicted solutions with various parameters. The aim in the techniques are to determine the relations among these parameters by using algebraic approaches. The brief description of the method and the solutions are presented in details below.
Description of themethods
In this section we describe the first step of the new extended rational methods for finding exact solutions of partial differential equations (PDEs) 22 2 , , , 
In two next subsection, we express the main step for finding the exact solutions of Eq.(2) by using the extended rational sinh-cosh method and the extended rational sin-cos method.
Extended rational sinh-cosh method
According to extended rational sinh-cosh method, which was introduced by Darvishi et. al., [25] , we assume that the exact solution can be expressed in the following forms 
in the first form and
in the second form.
We substitute Eqs. (7)or (8) , , , a a a c and  in terms of other parameters and substitution of them into Eq. (5) and (6),one gets solutions for Eq.(2) in rational sinh-cosh forms.
Extended rational sin-cos method
According to extended rational sin-cos method, we assume that the exact solution can be expressed in the following forms 0 2
where 01 , aa and 2 a are parameters to be found in terms of the other parameters. The nonzero constant  is the wave number. The derivatives of the predicted solutions are
We substitute Eqs. (11)or (12) , , , a a a c and  in terms of other parameters and substitution of them into Eq. (9) and (10), one gets solutions for Eq.(2) in rational sin-cos forms.
Exact Solutions
In this Section, we apply new extended rational trigonometric methods to solve the coupled Higgs equation.
We seek its traveling wave solution of the form
In Eq. (13), ( )
is the phase component of the soliton, r is the wave number and p is the velocity of the soliton.
We substitute Eq. (13) into Eq. (1)to obtain nonlinear ODEs
where prime denotes differentiation with respect to . 
Integrating the second equation in (16) 
Combining Eqs. in (17) , (13) and (5), the system (1) has the following exact solution ( ) 
Combining Eqs. in (19) , (13) and (5), the system (1) has the following exact solution ( ) 
Combining Eqs. in (24) , (13) and (6), the system (1) has the following exact solution ( ) (26), (13) and (6), the system (1) 2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  1  1 Combining Eqs. in (31), (13) and (9), the system (1) has the following exact solution ( ) Combining Eqs. in (33), (13) and (9), the system (1) has the following exact solution ( ) Combining Eqs. in (38), (13) and (10), the system (1) has the following exact solution ( ) 
Physical comments on graphical illustrations
We illustrate some particular forms of the solutions in order to comprehend better. The solutions are plotted in three dimensional space for some particular selections of parameters.
a. Solution given in equations 20-21
We plot real and imaginary componentsseparately, Fig 1-2,and modulus of ( , ) , Fig 3, Figure 12 indicates the motion of ( , ) in the same domain with the same parameters. Both real and imaginary components of ( , ) are of the form of sinusoidal curve moving along the space axis as time proceeds. The modulus of ( , ) is also depicted in Fig 11. Fig 12 is the simulation of ( , ) with the same selection of parameters in the same finite domain. 
Conclusions
The new extended rational methods with trigonometric or hyperbolic functions are used to construct the solutions. The logic of the method is simple. The predicted solutions of the forms of rational forms of trigonometric or hyperbolic functions with various parameters are substituted into the governing ODEs derived from the governing system by compatible traveling wave transforms. The remaining steps of the procedure is to determine the unknown parameters and the relations among them by using algebraic methods. Eventually, in this article, we derive some solutions to the coupled Higgs system in rational forms of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions solutions. Some of the solutions are of the forms in complex valued functions whose components represent solitary or multi waves as some are only real valued solutions. The plots of some particular solutions are used to comprehend the motion.
